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Abstract
In today’s world we can no longer separate our lives from technology.
It is that fluidity between the human world and the technological world
that my work explores. Technological development has brought us
great convenience in communication. The existence of programs like
Zoom allows people to work and socialize remotely. Instagram, Twitter
and other social networks allow people to share their lives anytime and
anywhere with a simple snap of a picture and push of a button. The
emergence of mobile phones allows people to communicate at any
time. Science and technology continue to develop and these developments provide many possibilities for people to communicate in the
future. I am interested in using the possibility of future technology to
inspire my work. My work is meant to bring forth questions: As to how
will ever evolving technology better our daily lives in the future? What
types of communication will exist when we have the technological
means to bridge gaps?

8

What new problems will arise due to these advances? At this moment,
our awareness of how convenient technology is in our current lives is
as strong as ever. It causes questions like:What will our future life be
like with technology? How much can innovative technology change
our lives? Can we communicate with creatures or objects other than
humans? What other forms of communication tools will appear in the
future? Will the emergence of new communication tools in the future
lead to new problems? Through this series of questions, I explore and
imagine of new ways of communication in our future world, to create
and feel the unprecedented experience that future communication devices will bring to us.
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Introduction
Communication has always been the most important part of human
expression and interaction. The ancients were forced to invent ways
of communicating and reaching consensus with their peers. The
continued invention of tools of communication, such as telephone
and smartphone throughout history has changed the way we
socialize. A variety of social media is also constantly created, such as
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, etc. Digital media has become the
dominant tool of people’s communication. Digital media platform are
always reinventing and evolving themselves, it has changed the way
we communicate and facilitated our lives. 2020 was an exception and
unprecedented year. Digital media has been widely used because of
the pandemic, and even people of different ages have begun to utilize
digital media for communication. The emergence of a large number of

At the same time, during the pandemic, people also experienced the
convenience of communication brought by technology. Students and
workers use digital software like Zoom to study and join meetings at
home. “This platform allows people to engage in multi-person
interaction and communication in a virtual network, and represents a
new broad method for human society.”
With the emergence of all the technology previously mentioned,
questions arise about the opportunities and possibilities of future
technology. With the rate of current advancement in the future, we will
be able to communicate with more than just humans.

media for changing jobs allows people from all over the world to
communicate at the same time, while real-time text and data can be
carried out. With the emergence of the epidemic, people’s working
methods have undergone tremendous changes.
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Brief History of Communication
Throughout time, communication has changed. In the Stone Age,
people communicated through gestures, whistle sounds, and smoke
signals. By 30,000 BC humans had learned to tell stories and record
events through painted murals. By the time animals were
domesticated, communication had again undergone tremendous
changes. In 900 BC, formal messengers appeared. Horses were used
as the main way to transport information between cities. In 776 BC,
evidence of carrier pigeons surfaced, and was considered the first
“airmail.” In October 1865, the very first postcard was sent making it
the first long distance communication. Less than 2 years later,
Alexander Graham Bell invented the first wired telephone allowing
mankind to have immediate long distance barrier free communication.

Through the development of various new technologies, people communicate through digital electronics devices such as mobile phones. Personal
cell phones have been around since the 1970’s, but they were heavy equipment at that time. The first smartphone, created by IBM, was invented in
1992 and released for purchase in 1994. It was called the Simon Personal
Communicator (SPC) . The creation of the smartphone excited people in
an entirely new way. The smartphone was not connected with an actual
3G network until the year 2000, creating a standard in mobile communications allowing portable electronic devices access to the Internet wirelessly.
The 21st century is a busy period of digital media communication, with
the speed of communication accelerating and the efficiency of interaction
improving. The importance of information in the 21st century is driven by
advances in technology and communications.

Approximately 100 years later, in 1989, humans were introduced to
AVI and JPG. This opened up many forms of communication to
people allowing them to not only communicate via written word but
also via picture and video enriching human communication again.
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The Relationship Between Science Fiction
and Reality
An American science fiction author Robert A. Heinlein says, “Realistic
speculation about possible future events, based solidly on adequate
knowledge of the real world, past and present, and on a thorough
understanding of the nature and significance of the scientific method”
Technological products in the future are the development of current
products and ideas. For example, people’s long-term use of mobile
phones has led to the loss of vision. Now scientists are working hard
to solve this problem and have achieved certain results. Future
communication methods have already been depicted in science
fiction. For example, in the futuristic novel The Three Body Problem,
humans can directly communicate with alien civilizations through
brain waves.
Any science fiction novel or the scene described in a movie is of the
author’s imagination, invention and creation of their personal
projections of the future and they are often an extreme view of what is
current but are also based on certain scientific principles. In science
fiction’s future, the scenes described often in any source are an
exploration of what the author believes may become a reality. One

His work of fiction has many similarities with the first manned spaceflight to the moon, Apollo No. 8, taking place in December of 1968.
Both the novel and the real-life Apollo mission included three astronauts and moon landings. Similarities like the construction of the
vehicles, location of the launch, failure to break earth’s gravity, and
even the splash downs and recoveries of the space vehicles have
many things in common. These phenomena prove that the scenes in
science fiction can be very similar to reality. They also prove that the
reasonable imagination in science fiction can become reality in the
near future. The boundaries between science fiction and modern science will often become more and more blurred, but the development
of science will give people a richer imagination. Imagination will help
people create a future worldview, and scientists will work hard to turn
these imaginations into reality. Da Vinci drew more than 1,200 drafts in
his lifetime, including his research on science, as well as works based
on the imagination of scientific foundations, such as self-propelled cart
and Ornithopter. Among them, the self-propelled cart is considered
to be the world’s first “car”. This self-propelled cart relies on springs
to move, and has the ability to turn and brake. At that time, it was an
imagination. Now the principle of the steering of a car is based on Da
Vinci’s manuscript.

example demonstrating this is the novel, All Around the Moon, written
by Jules Verne in 1865.
14
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The Future Way of Communication in the
Novel
The purpose of building future communication tools are to make
people feel that technology has brought more convenience to their
lives. The new way of communication in the speculative future is
expected to solve some of the problems in current life, such as the
ways in which hybrid education cannot provide the same benefits as
in-person teaching and learning. There are many communication
tools in science fiction movies and stories. The most surprising is not
the form of these futuristic devices, nor the colorful special effects,
but the role and function these devices brought to viewer’s at the time
of the movies release. 007 Skyfall ,James Bond used a smartwatch to
crack the code, remotely control web cams, and even disable the
bomb to avoid its explosion. In “Iron man”, Ironman uses a large
number of holographic projections, which can sense people’s
movements to achieve the purpose of remote control. Douglas
Quaid’s mobile phone embedded under the skin of his palm in “Total
Recall” allows him to communicate quickly and covertly. All of these
examples of futuristic communication in science fiction are things that
could be seen in the future.
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In science fiction movies, the shape of many future communication
devices is changed according to the purpose and make reference to
the actual shape of current objects in existence. Although the modified
shape of the device does not exist in reality and has never been seen,
the reference to actual existing devices immediately make a connection
with our consciousness and allow us to understand their desired usage.
These fictional tools have given me a lot of inspiration. For example, in
the fictional work “The Golden Compass” the shape of the time travel
piece is not fixed but is more fluid and malleable, it changes based on
the destination’s time period.
The holder of the object chants an incantation to activate it and then is
transported to their desired time destination, the time travel piece then
changes to match similar timepieces in that destination’s time. This work
was inspired by the products that express the shape of time objects,
such as the hourglass or compass. The time travel piece’s shape often
changes but the details and characteristics still make it recognizable to
the audience.
In the movie “24: The Movie” directed by Vikram Kumar, there is a
watch that can take the wearer back to the past. As long as the hand of
the watch is adjusted, the protagonist can go back to a past time and
change the things he wants to change. The appearance of the prop that
can be used for time travel in the movie is the shape of a clock, and the
family’s home where the protagonist of the story was born is also a clock
shop. All clues point to time. As a result, it does not take much introduction to know the object can control the time of awakening when the audience sees the object.
17
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Kitty Chat

This desire to communicate with pets led me to design a device that could
create a barrier-free communication between people and pets, beyond the

Pet ownership is an almost a universal experience. The majority of those

scenes in movies where animals can talk.

owners see their pets as more than an animal but as an actual member of the
family. Even though pets are part of our family, our current ability to

According to Stephen Hawking, animal consciousness is the same as our

communicate is far from enough. There are some applications that now allow

own. There are many things going on in their minds, consisting of more

people to make up voices for pets, such as My Talking Pet, My Talking Panda

than chasing one’s tail. Animals experience complex emotions. For a pet

and My Talking Dog. One user left a review on My Talking Pet saying that he/

owner, having communication with their pets would provide insurmountable

she loves how he/she can give the dog a voice and make himself/herself and

insight into their pet’s needs. We could find out what ails them, their dietary

others laugh. It is really fun that the app helps the person support the pet’s

needs, or just provide them with someone to talk to.

behaviors, and craft words that match the pet’s characteristics and

18

personality. In addition, there are a lot of movies and shows about pets that

In the following diagram, I have summarized the main differences between

can talk like humans such as, “The Secret Life of Pets” and “The Wild”.

animal and human communication according to Science Education

Animals in cartoons and fiction can communicate with their own thoughts just

Channel. It is important to note this information because many of these

like people.

barriers would be bridged by my design.
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The most important sign is that certain animals can repeat human
speech, but they do not understand the meaning or context of the
discourse. Although they can repeat sentences, they cannot create
a meaningful conversation. The fundamental reason behind this is
that animals do not have the ability to analyze abstract things. In
essence, genes determine the occurrence of the above phenomenon. From my research, I have decided to strengthen the relationship between animals and humans through a physical modification
permitting animals and humans to create conversation.
The innate differences between animals and humans make it difficult
for the two species to achieve barrier-free communication. This way
of communication will not be an animal’s conditioned response to a
certain human behavior, but a communicated understanding of the
animal’s ability to understand what people mean. This situation is
impossible now but could change in the future. According to Darwin’s
theory of evolution, human ancestors exercised their brains during
the long-term survival of labor activities, modified their pronunciation
organs, and possessed the ability to speak. Through labor, the need to
communicate an idea was created, and a spoken language was born.
This is the greatest difference between humans and animals.

20

The work “Smart HW” is a communication device specific to the
cat. This work is designed to communicate between humans and
cats via a helmet for the cat and an earbud style receiver for the
human. The helmet will be directly placed on the cat’s head without
any modification to the cat’s body. Pets currently do not understand human vocabulary, and the actions they show are more often
than not conditioned responses due to training. However, this work
is an example of a future in which technology will allow animals to
fully understand human thought and human language as well as
allow humans to understand an animal’s thoughts and language.
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Communicating with animals does not only mean building a closer emotional connection with them but it can eliminate the guesswork of caring
for animals and even save their lives. Although we can see in our present
that some animals have a stronger attitude and demeanor than others,
the human can simply disengage from the device by removing the earbud
receivers.
The design of the helmet is based on various factors and studies performed in relationship to cats, humans, and vertebrates in general. Cats
express mood through a range of ear movements, for example forward
facing ears generally indicate a relaxed cat, whereas anxiety, fear or anger
are indicated by ears laid flat to their head. When closely inspected the
angle of their ears indicates the difference between fear and anger, curiosity or relaxed.Some emotions or non-interpretable emotions are a mix of
erect and flat ears and even constant movement with various angles.
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The cat helmet has a sensor that appears to collect the movement amplitude of the cat’s ears, the information and the electrical signals from
the cat’s brain will be analyzed and converted into language understandable to the owner.
The bright metallic yellow color of the helmet has been designed as
it has been proved that colors have an impact on people’s emotions.
Bright colors can make people feel comfortable, energetic, and happy,
while dim colors can make people feel uncomfortable, tired and even
sad. In scientific observations, cats don’t appear to perceive the full
range of colors that humans do. Some scientists believe that cats see
only blue and gray, while others believe they also see yellow. There is
no specific conclusion yet, but according to a study by the Chinese
Science Education column “Getting Closer to Science”, 57% of cats
raised at home are more accepting of yellow, and 20% of them show
a preference for yellow. As a result, yellow was chosen as the dominant color for the cat’s helmet and the metallic finish connects it to the
future.
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Beyond the ear portion of the helmet, the overall shape of the helmet is
designed to connect with the central nervous system of the cat’s brain.
Humans produce internal language when they perform verbal activities, or to further explain, a person may be talking to another person
while thinking about the next task they have to do. Vertebrates have
similar behavior.In 2018, University of California-Berkeley obtained an
electrocorticogram of the cerebral cortex through electrode experiments. The sounds made by vertebrates are similar to human communication style, and their brains also emit electrical signals, so it is
the transmission of electrical signals. The shape of the helmet more
directly receives the electrical signals in the cat’s brain, and the central
processing unit in the helmet performs signal conversion and translation, into a spoken language that humans can understand.
The bright metallic yellow color of the helmet has been designed as
it has been proved that colors have an impact on people’s emotions.
Bright colors can make people feel comfortable, energetic, and happy,
while dim colors can make people feel uncomfortable, tired and even
sad. In scientific observations, cats don’t appear to perceive the full
range of colors that humans do. Some scientists believe that cats see
only blue and gray, while others believe they also see yellow. There is
no specific conclusion yet, but according to a study by the Chinese
Science Education column “Getting Closer to Science”, 57% of cats
raised at home are more accepting of yellow, and 20% of them show
a preference for yellow. As a result, yellow was chosen as the dominant color for the cat’s helmet and the metallic finish connects it to the
future.
24

As a previous cat owner, I would have been amazed and excited to be
able to communicate with my cat. First of all, it would be interesting
to see what their thought process is. For example, Why does my cat
always knock the glass of water off the end table in the middle of the
night? I would have liked a response to this question. I think selfishly,
I would want to know why as it angered me to wipe up the water but
unselfishly was there anything that I could have done to fix it and make
my cat happy. Knowing the needs of my cat would have been both
helpful and amazing. On a second and more comical note, it was clear
that my cat did not like certain members of my family. I had the same
feelings towards some of them as well. I think it would be interesting
to share the commentary about why we do not appreciate a certain
person in our lives. It would be an amazing way to better connect and
strengthen the relationship between my pet and myself. The Cat Helmet can achieve this level of communication between the animal and
the owner.
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Model Number || Nft 438
Material || RTC Plastic ,reusable
Duration || 2 years
Price ||0.88Btc 398Doge Coin

Kitty Chat
100% understand your cat emotion
Translate the cats language
Quick translation without delay
Safe and comfot
Free maintenance
Free two years VIP service
Translate the cats language
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Ear receiver
Listen to your cat language
Speak to your cat
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Time jump clock
Time travel has always been a topic often discussed by scientists.
Time travel is the concept of movement between certain points in
time, analogous to movement between different points in space by
an object or a person, typically with the use of a hypothetical device

This concept allows the user to avoid the danger of time travel but

known as a time machine. Time travel is a widely recognized

still give an important message that will change the outcome of

concept in philosophy and fiction, particularly science fiction. The

something. If there is a device that allows people to communicate

idea of a time machine was popularized by HG Wells’s 1895 novel

with a different time, disasters, death, and even large-scale damage

The Time Machine. Time travel is mentioned in many novels and

can be avoided. There is a saying that time is like a river, you can

sci-fi movies. The time travel motive most often in these movies is

never touch the same water twice. Water has always been regarded

there is some unprecedented danger coming due a decision made

as a symbol of time, so I intend to use the shape of the water flow to

in the past. The protagonist’s time travel is to change a moment in

represent the change of time. When people use the time piece, the

the past which will then change the result of what happens in the

shape of it will change.

future. Humans have had many accidents, such as the Chernobyl
nuclear accident and the sinking of the Titanic. Thinking of these
tragedies and so many others, I wanted to design a machine that
can communicate with the past or the future without physically
having to travel.

30
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This is a reference to Salvador Dalí’s work called, “The Persistence of
Memory” the melting and distorted clocks symbolize the erratic and
unreliable passage of time that we experience while dreaming. In
resourcing this reference, I chose the dripping drops as the shape of
my work. When the device is activated the shape of the clock will
change and become malleable like water. This piece allows the user
to establish communication as a certain moment in time by touching
the screen, choosing a moment, and recording a message to be sent.
The impact of a device like this could change moments as small as a
minor car accident to things as large and catastrophic like 2020
global pandemic.
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Time Jump Clock
Model Number || NTFC56
Material || RTC Plastic ,reusable
Duration || 2 years
Price ||0.03Btc 300Doge Coin

Time Jumper
Communicate to yourself
Interact with different time generation
Free maintenance
Free two years VIP service
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Mirror Stealth Gloves
As I continued to think of how our communication can and will better
in the future. I again reflected on the current pandemic. Many jobs,
courses, sports and even the arts require a “hands-on” experience to
better our skills and sharpen our abilities, whereas more practical
areas of life or education like language learning, statistics,
mathematics, etcetera do not require a hands-on approach. From this
the idea of Mirror Stealth Gloves was born. The gloves will not only be
worn by the maestro or expert (giver) but also by the apprentice or
student (receiver).
The lightweight futuristic material and sensors detect movements of
both the giver and the receiver. It will mirror the giver’s movements
and communicate them to the matching glove worn by the receiver
helping to mimic the correct movement and avoid and correct
improper ones.The advanced design also detects any stress or
frustration by either of the users.It will automatically shut down if a
dangerous situation were to arise, for example, if the giver becomes
frustrated with the receiver and were to try to have the receiver hit

These gloves could be used in any situation from ping pong practice,
science experiments, practicing an instrument or even perfecting an
apprentice’s paintbrush grip and stroke. As a child, I loved playing
ping pong but was unable to perfect certain skills I know that the
coach that becomes frustrated with not only me but other children in
my training classes would have been thrilled to have this technology
to correct our posture and grip of the paddle.
This type of technology not only creates yet another way to connect
with people around us it also allows us to fine-tune our skills. Not only
will communication improve but the way our bodies communicate and
react with technology will also change opening a world of possibilities
never seen before. In the future, we will be able to be on opposite
sides of the world but be able to physically access and connect our
bodies and movements to those of an expert of a specific skill set.
Permitting people to not only share their expertise but allowing other
people to excel and advance in a skill of their desire.

themselves, the gloves will automatically shut down to protect the
receiver.
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Model Number || NTFC56
Material || RTC Plastic
Duration || 2 years
Price ||0.03Btc 900Doge Coin

Mirror Stealth Gloves
Transfer movement
Corrective action
Lightweight material, only 38g
Washable material
Free maintenance
Free two years VIP service
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Telepathic Communication
In today’s current day and age, humans cannot communicate with
each other unless they use a written, spoken, or sign language to
communicate their message. Science fiction, time and time again,
gives examples of telepathic communication. For example, the
extraterrestrial creature Vulcan, appearing in the sci-fi program Star
Trek, achieves a spiritual communication with others by touching their
face then sharing each other’s consciousness, memory, and
knowledge. This ability is called “Mind Fusion”. In recent times,
scientists have started to create experiments that try to achieve the
“Vulcan-style fusion of mind.” Which further proves that there is a

Mark Zuckerberg predicted a big projection about the future of
Facebook in 2026. The social network’s founder and CEO believes
that one day, we’ll be able to share our thoughts directly -- brain to
brain -- using technology. “You’ll just be able to think of something
and your friends will immediately be able to experience it too if you’d
like.” Zuckerberg also said, “This would be the ultimate
communication technology.” Zuckerberg believes that human
communication will be timelier in the future, and the existing software
will not be used as much, and the mode of communication will be
more direct.

strong connection between sci-fi and the future and there is a desire
to achieve high levels of communication.
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Zuckerberg believes that human communication will be timelier in the future,
and the existing software will not be used as much, and the mode of
communication will be more direct.
Based on the principle of reality, human telepathic communication will be
transmitted through brain waves. I chose to make a sensor worn on the head
that can be directly connected to the inside of the brain, without pain to the
wearer. When someone wants to send information, they can. You only need
to think about the content of the information and select the sender in your
mind, and then the information will be directly communicated to them. When
receiving information, the information will be displayed on the screen of a pair
of glasses.
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Through this simple process, people can reach a consensus with their
pets. Humans can also understand the behavior and thoughts of their
pets, and at the same time bring pleasure. To me, this form of communication much like that of the cat helmet is extremely important. Reflecting on my childhood and cultural upbringing， I wasn’t always able
to reach out to friends in a time of need or send them a text message
easily because in school and after school my main focus was academics. Beyond a very small handful of memories, I remember that my
end goal, and outcome was all based on my academic status. These
academic gains often created animosity among those around me. I
feel that this caused me to be less social and compromised my ability to freely communicate with others. A device like this will truly help
people reach out and share their feelings and most important thoughts
with those near and dear to them without feeling the same isolation I
felt as a child.
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Model Number || NTFC56
Material || RTC Plastic
Duration || 2 years
Price ||0.03Btc 900Doge Coin

Telepathic Helmet
New communication style
Listen to your heart
Communicate quickly in real time
Receive inormation immedicately
Free maintenance
Free two years VIP service
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Emotional Exchange
As technology becomes more advanced some may feel that the isolation only grows bigger because we no longer need to drive to see
our friends physically in person, if we can see pictures of them and
their children on social media. Having a connection to others is more
important than ever. Many people connect through their emotions and
emotional moments. One emotional reaction that connects people is
crying.
Benedict Carey said“tears are emotional sweat.” He thinks tears are a
good way to express emotions. Many people find themselves in stressful situations, some more often than others. According to statistics,
for every 100 people, almost 82% of them will cry in at some point in
the month. Men rarely cry and shed tears more than 7 times a month,
while women cry more than 30 times. The reason for their crying is
almost always an emotional release. Emotional tears can bring many
benefits to people (basic tears, reflex tears, and emotional tears). Tears
of any kind can reduce stress, get rid of toxins, and improve mood.
Why in society is it often not acceptable for people to cry? Why are
emotions deemed as a weakness when demonstrated publicly?

50

Not everyone can express their emotions reasonably when they are feeling
upset. If people choose to be silent and resist crying, it can increase the
risk of heart disease, gastrointestinal diseases and high blood pressure.
Emotional crying is frequently due to sadness, but there are many types
of sadness and emotions that cause tears, such as loss of a loved one,
heart break, failure, anger, and explicit joy. Some people find it extremely
hard to express their emotions because of social standards. They will only
cry alone or they may not even cry at all. Their friends or support system
want to comfort them, but it is very difficult for them to explain the cause of
their tears or emotional release. My hope is that future technology can help
people solve this problem, because technology can analyze the reasons for
people’s tears more rationally. The development of technology allows us to
understand the emotions of others by analyzing each other’s tears, which
serve as a mode of communication.
From these thoughts the “tear pen” was created. The idea is that people
who find it hard to express themselves verbally, will have this futuristic form
of communication that allows people who may feel shyer about their emotions to catch their tears and convert them into written words to preserve
the moment whether it be sad or happy. This pen allows people another
form of communication instead of spoken or telepathic, it gives them the
opportunity to record their emotions. The pen will also allow users to mix
their tears and create a unique combination that is then also converted into
ink and able to be written down.
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Model Number || BDASA450
Material || Eco friendly ,reusable
Duration || 3 years
Price ||0.5 Btc 3422 Doge Coin

Emotional Exchange
Analyze the components of tears
Record the story by tear
The story of mixing two people
Receive inormation immedicately
Free maintenance
Free two years VIP service
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Conclusion
Looking around at any time of day you can be connected with the
people that immediately surround you and those that surround you on

Connecting one’s feelings and ideas as well as sharing them across

social media. Through current technological advances like the 5G

different modes with different beings now seems so far out there but in

network, social media, and applications that allow us to call across the

reflecting so did Leonardo DaVinci’s flying machine sketches. The future

globe in real time, we can connect with anyone and everyone. My work

holds so much, who says that better and more interspecies

would only further these amazing advances, extending communication

communication with living things isn’t one of them? These experiences

beyond solely humans, but also humans and animals, and humans and

have led me to deeply understand the nature of communication and I

plants. Communication will only improve and become stronger through

foresee advanced equipment will solve the problems of the current

my work as it explores how best it is to express yourself, share your

communication processes. Future technological developments will

thoughts and ideas, and examines the importance of understanding all

continually transform our methods of communication and revolutionize not

living beings. Various experiences throughout my life starting in my

only how but with whom and what we socialize.

childhood that in some sense felt cold and isolating due to the academic
structure set before my time in graduate school in the midst of a global
pandemic felt isolating in a whole new way of being connected yet
alone.
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